APPENDIX: 3d

All National Convention of SUC: First Report Published in a Party Pamphlet ‘ON THE PATH TO STRUGGLE’ ON MAY DAY 1948

All national convention of SUC was held on 22nd to 24th April 1948 at Jaynagar-Majilpur in 24 Parganas. Delegates from different places like West Bengal, Bihar, U.P., East-Pakistan etc. attended the convention.

After analyzing the national and international situation, the convention has resolved in its main political resolution that –
*The whole world has divided into two opposite and conflicting camps. In one side, there has been the Imperialist, Fascist and Anti-democratic camp leading by reactionary America; on the other side, there lies the anti-Imperialist Socialist camp headed by - the symbol of progressive forces and people's interest - Soviet Russia.

* In this convention, after having done the correct analysis of new social forces of the whole world, all genuine socialists have been urged upon to make the preparation of Socialist Proletarian revolution and, accordingly, has accepted the political programme of accomplishing Socialist Proletarian revolution including the half-done bourgeoisie democratic revolution.

* In another resolution, the convention has adopted a resolution on a programme of uniting all genuine socialists of India on the basis of comprehensive democratic consolidation.

* The Convention has passed a resolution on the warning about the reactionary attack of dollar imperialism.

* The convention also accepted a resolution on the trend of trade-union, peasants and students movement.

* On protesting the labour policy of the Government of India, a resolution has also been accepted.

*The convention has adopted a resolution expressing the whole-hearted support in favour of the democratic movement of East Pakistan demanding Bengali as a state language.

*Resolution has also been passed expressing solidarity with the movements against the feudal exploitation in princely states.

At the end, the convention has constituted a NEW CENTRAL COMMITTEE comprising with 11 MEMBERS selecting Shibdas Ghosh as its general secretary.